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Epson home cinema 5040ub 3lcd home theater projector

Спецификации Проектор: Проекционна система: Epson 3LCD, 3-чип оптичен двигателПроекция Метод: Преден / Заден / ТаванНаставка Метод: Поли silicon TFT Active Matrix, 0,74широк панелПиксел Номер: 2,073,600 точки (1920 x 1080) x 3Цветна яркост - Цветна светлина изход: 250 0 лумена4Бяло brightness - Бяла
светлина: 2500 лумена4Аспект Ratio: Native 16:9 широкоекранен (4:3 преоразмеряване) Съвместим с 4:3 с нормално, Режим на пълно или мащабиранеРазтворяване: Native 1080p (1920 x 1080) с 4K подобрение*Преоразмеряване: 16:10, 4:3Lamp Тип: 250 W UHELamp живот: до 5,000 часа (ECO режим); до 4000 часа
(среден режим); up to 3,500 hours (High Mode)7Throw Ratio Range: 1.35 – 2.84Size - projected distance: 50 – 300Keystone Correction: Vertical: ±30 degrees (Manual)Contrast Ratio: Up to 1,000,000:1Color Processing: Full 10-bit (partial 12-bit)Color Reproduction: Full-color (up to 1.07 billion colors)Projected Output: HD, 2D, 3D,
1080p, 4K x 2K General: Weight: 24.3 lbSecurity: Kensington Security Lock Port Projection Lens: Type: Powered focus/optical zoom/lens positionF-number: 2.0 – 3.0Focal Length: 22.5 mm – 46.7 mmZoom Ratio: 1.0 – 2.1Lens Shift: Vertical: ±96.3Horizontal: ±47.1Lens Cover: Powered, Slide Lens Shutter Cinema Filter: Automatically
adjusts to color mode;(On: Cinema, Digital CinemaOff: Natural, Black &amp; White Cinema, Bright Cinema, Dynamic, 3D Dynamic, 3D Cinema)Auto Iris: Automatically adjusts to video source;Off/On: High-speed or Normal, 2D and 3D modeSuper Resolution : 2D и 3DВластиндове: HDMI® x 1 (HDCP 2.2)HDMI x 1 (HDCP 1.4) USB x 2
(само услуга)Мини USB x 1 (само услуга). LAN x 1 (RJ45) Компютър/D-под 15 щифта x 1RS-232c x 1Terminal изходи: 12 V DC, 200 mA Максимална Съвместимост на компютъра: PC, Mac® Заключване на бутона за захранване: Пречи на проектора да се включва без родителски контрол Дисплейна производителност:
HDR, DCI цветова гама, 4K x 2K роден (само 2D), 1080p; HD, 2D, 3D, 2D конвертиране, Картина в картината (само 2D), Интерполация на кадри (1080p, 24 Hz)Цветови режими: 2D: динамичен, Светъл кино, Натурален, Кино, Цифрово кино, Черно &amp;gt; Бяло кино3D: динамичен, CinemaInput Сигнал: Композитен: 480i
, 576i, 480p, 576p, 720p, 1080i, 1080p, 4K x 2KHDMI: TMDSFan Шум: 20 dB – 31 dB включително фута: 20.5 х 17.7 x 7.6 (Ш x Д x В)Без фута: 20,5 x 17.7 x 6.7 (Ш x Д x В) Характеристики: Предна и задна посокаОпредстояниеНадъщо: 32 фута (10 метра)Работен ъгъл: Преден: дясно/ляво: ± 30 градуса, Горна/Долна: ± 30
градусаЕЕ: дясно/ляво: ± 30 градуса, Горна/Ниска: + 10 – + 70 градуса Epson Home Cinema 5040UB 1080p 3D 3D 3D 3LCD проектор за домашно кино с 4K аксесоар, HDR и Широка цветова гама Epson Home Cinema 5040UB 1080P 3D 3LCD 3LCD домашно кино прожектор използва 4K технология за подобряване
означава, че приема 4K вход и поддържа HDCP 2.2 за истински потапящи сцени със съдържание 4K. Проекторът за домашно кино Epson ви позволява да enjoy enjoying content with different brightness points for images that splash with the true color of life. This Epson 5040UB projector is suitable for many luminaires as it has
2,500 lumens of color brightness and 2,500 lumens of white brightness. It delivers excellent color performance that shows all sRGB color space and DCI in digital camera mode. It is made in an improved iris design that provides up to 1,000,000:1 dynamic contrast ratio. Read more... Epson Home Cinema 1060 Full HD 1080p 3100
Lumens Color Brightness (Color Light Output) 3100 Lumen White Brightness (White Light) 2x Hdmi (1x Mhl) Built-in Speaker 3lcd Spotlight $6 99.99 @ Amazon.comProduct DescriptionSHirt Images with Full HD 1080p to 300 inch life images up to 25x larger than a 60-inch flat panel, on almost any empty wall or screenMade ideal for
different lighting conditions, the projector has 3100 Lumen color/white brightness (2)Flexible 2x HDMI ports (1x MHL) to connect your cable/satellite receiver, Blu ray Disc player, game console or streaming deviceInnovative 3LCD technology amazing action scenes with no arc effectWork - 30 meters (6.0 m)Product DetailsUnderstood:
EpsonModel #: HC1060 Warranty: Epson Guarantee Color: White Dimensions: White Dimensions : 11.9 x 9.8 x 3.4 inches (Length X Width X Height) Price : $699.99Epson Home Cinema 1060 Full HD 1080p 3100 Lumens Color Brightness (Color Light) 3100 Lumens White Brightness (3100 Lumens White Brightness) White Light Output)
2x Hdmi (1x Mhl) Built-in Speakers 3lcd ProjectorEpson Home Cinema 2150 Wireless 1080p Miracast, 3LCD spotlight $795.00 @ Amazon.com (Save 12%)Product product description real-time ideal for different lighting conditions, the projector has 2,500 lumens of the same color and white brightness (1)Widescreen Full HD 1080p
entertainment up to 11 feet (132 inches diagonal) or more than 4 times larger than 60-inch flat panelReasive dynamic contrast ratio: up to 60,000:1 for even richer details in dark scenes and improved projection graphics improvements and interpolar frame , sharp, true to life imagesMemless screen mirror: mirror devices photos , videos
and applications using Miracast (Android / Windows 8.1 / 10)Stream HD TV, movies, videos and games: supports MHL devices (2) for mirror and charging (3). Color processing: Full 10 bits. Lamp type: 200 W UHE. Fan noise: 29 dB to 37 dBProduct detailsProliferation: EpsonModel #: HC2150 Warranty: Limited Warranty Dimensions: 12.2
X 11.2 X 4.8 inches (Length X Width X Height) Price: $795.00 (Save 12%) Epson Home Cinema 2150 Wireless 1080p Miracast, 3LCD ProjectorEpson Home Theater 880 3-Chip 3LCD 1080p Projector, Streaming Projector, Home Theater Projector, Built-in Speaker, Automatic Key Key Correction, 16,000:1 Contrast Ratio, HDMI $599.99
@ DescriptionSexe exception to picture quality — provides stunning, detailed 1080p images and fast data optimized for fast-acting sports, games and moreUltra bright images - 3,300 lumens of color and white brightness provide exceptional quality images in different lighting conditions (2)Best color brightness in class (1) - advanced 3LCD
technology displays 100% of the RGB color signal for each frame. This allows exceptional color accuracy while maintaining excellent color brightness, without distracting arc or color brightness problems observed with other projection technologiesAll digital HDMI connectivity - easily connect your cable / satellite box, Blu-ray disc player,
game console or streaming deviceEasy setting - built-in speaker and easy setting for HD entertainment from the box Built-in picture distortion sensor — automatically analyzes the picture and instantly adjusts the keystone for square imageProduct detailsBrand: EpsonManageable: 2-year projector limited warranty Size: Medium Color:
White Price: $599.99Epson Home Cinema 880 3-chip 3LCD 1080p, Projector projector streaming, built-in speaker spotlight, automatic key key setup, 16,000: 1 Contrast ratio, HDMIEpson home theater 2250 3LCD Full HD 1080p Android TV projector , Projector streaming, Home cinema projector , 10W Speaker, Image enhancement,
Frame Interpolation, 70,000: 1 Contrast ratio, HDMI $999.99 @ Amazon.comProduct DescriptionStunning picture quality — gives an immersive viewing experience of TV shows, sporting events, games and movies by accepting content up to 4K – for amazing Full HD pictureSmooth, clear images – with Image Enhancement and
Interpolation FrameworkBuilt-in Android TV (2) - the latest Android TV interface with simple remote use – including voice search with built-in Google Assistant. Watch all your favorite streaming channels, including Hulu, HBO, YouTube and more (3) without an external Color Brightness streaming player (1) - advanced 3LCD technology
displays 100% of the RGB color signal for each frame. This gives excellent color accuracy while maintaining excellent color brightness without distracting arc or color brightness problems, observed with other projection technologiesUltra bright picture - 2700 lumens of color and white brightness (4)Easy setup - built-in 10 W speaker and
easy setting for HD entertainment directly from the boxProduct detailsSelected: EpsonWarty: 2-Year Projector Limited Warranty Size: Medium Color: White Price: $999.99Epson Home Theater 2250 3LCD Full HD 1080p Android TV Projector, Projector streaming, Home Theater Spotlight, 10W Speaker, Image Enhancement, Frame
Interpolation, 70,000: 1 Contrast Ratio, HDMIEpson Home Theater 5050UB 4K PRO-UHD projector with HDR, white $2,499.99 @ Amazon.comProduct DescriptionTRUE 3 CHIP PROJECTOR DESIGN: Advanced 3LCD technology shows 100 Percent RGB color color for each frame. This allows for exceptional color gamut while
maintaining excellent brightness without any rain curved or color brightness issues observed with other projection 4K resolution technologies: Advanced pixel change technology precisely controls three separate high-resolution LCD chips to a parallel process millions of pixels. This new type of resolution enhancement technology results in
extremely sharp 4K visual processing: Full 10 bit HDR (3) color processing, which accepts 100 percent of HDR source information to play decent HDR content for exceptional visual performance; Operating temperature: 41° to 95°F (5° to 35 °C) Processing of digital images : 12 bit analog time for digital processing of video for smooth tonal
transitions, while helping to remove stripes, blocking and other compression artifacts from the final visual spectacle. This powerful processor faithfully reproduces the source of the material the way it is designed to displayEust brightness: capable of displaying 4K content of an incredible 2, 600 Lumens for color and White brightness (2).
This not only provides a wider envelope performance, but enables exceptional HDR performance. Ratio 16:9 widescreen (4:3 resize, 16:10 resize). Compatible with 4:3 with Normal, Full, or Zoom modes. White brightness White Light Output 2600 lumens. Color Brightness Color Light Output 2600 LumensEpson Ultra Black Technology:
Epson has created a proprietary compensation filter that controls the polarization of the light itself. This allows Epson to suppress any stray light within the signal, producing an outstanding dynamic contrast Ratio of 1, 000, 000: 1Product DetailsBrand: EpsonModel #: Home Cinema 5050UB Warranty: 2 Year Projector Limited Warranty and
90 Day Lamp Limited Warranty Terms and Conditions Color: White Dimensions: 17.7 X 20.4 X 7.5 Inches (Length X Width X Height) Price: $2,499.99Epson Home Cinema 5050UB 4K PRO-UHD 3-Chip Projector with HDR,WhiteEpson Home Cinema 3200 4K PRO-UHD 3-Chip Projector with HDR $1,499.99 @ Amazon.comProduct
Description4K PRO-UHD (1) Projection technology — a new type of 4K home theater experience, utilizing advanced technologies for resolution Enhancement, color and image processingTrue 3-chip projector design — Advanced 3LCD technology displays 100 percent of the RGB color signal for every frame without any rainbow effect or
color brightness issues4K resolution processing — pixel-shifting technology precisely controls three individual , HDR lcd chips for parallel processing of millions of pixels Per 10-bit HDR (2)— accepts 100 percent of hdr source information to faithfully play HDR content for incredible visual performance, Plus pig supportDigital video
processing — in time, 12-bit analog to digital video processing for smooth video video helps to remove stripes, blocking and other compression artifacts from the final visual performanceEquipment of brightness - impressive 2, 900 Lumens for color and White brightness (3); contrast ratio up to 40,000: 1Product detailsUnderstood:
EpsonWarranty: 2 years limited warranty. Dimensions: 12.99 X 16.14 X 6.46 inches (length X width X height) Price: $1,499.99Epson Home theater 3200 4K PRO UHD 3-chip spotlight with HDREpson home theater 4010 4K PRO-UHD (1) 3-chip projector with HDR $1,999.99 @ Amazon.comProduct DescriptionTRUE 3 CHIP
PROJECTOR DESIGN – Modern 3LCD technology displays 100% of RGB color signal for each frame. This allows for exceptional color gamut while maintaining excellent brightness without any arc or color brightness issues observed with other projection technologies4K RESOLUTION PROCESSING – Advanced pixel change technology
precisely controls three separate high-resolution LCD chips to the parallel process millions of pixels. This new type of resolution enhancement technology results in an extremely sharp 4K visual experienceHDR PROCESSING – Full 10-bit HDR (3) color processing that accepts 100% of HDR source information to faithfully play HDR
content for exceptional visual performance. Lamp type: 250 W UHEDIGITAL IMAGING PROCESSING – 12 bit analog video processing time for smooth tonal transitions, while helping to remove stripes, blockage and other compression from the final visual result. This powerful processor faithfully reproduces the source material the way it
is designed to be displayed broadcast BRIGHTNESS - Ability to display 4K content of amazing lumen 2400 for both color and white brightness (2). This not only provides a wider envelope performance, but enables exceptional HDR performanceEXTREME COLOR GAMUT – One of the first available home theater spotlights that can
display the full 3D color space DCI P3 (4). This exceptional color performance is 50% wider than typical 1 Chip Rec. 709 projectors and allows a truly professional level of color accuracy product DetailsTransve been divorced: EpsonModel #: Home Cinema 4010 Warranty: 2 Years Warranty Dimensions: 17.7 X 20.5 X 6.7 inches (Length X
Height) Price: $1, $1, 1, 1 999.99Epson Home Cinema 4010 4K PRO-UHD (1) 3-chip projector with HDREpson home theater 2045 1080p 3D Miracast 3LCD Home Cinema Spotlight $742.16 @ Amazon.comProduct Description Brightness Color: 2200 Lumens, White Brightness: 2200 LumensFill HD 1080p, widescreen, 3D performance -
for movies, games, etc., up to 300 on almost any wall or screenFocal length: 16.9 – 20.28 mm; Zoom ratio: 1.0 – 1.2 manualProduct detailsBrand: EpsonModel #: V11H709020 Color: white Size: 14.6 x 14.3 x 7.2 inches (Length X Width X $742.16Epson - 2045 3D 3D 3D 3LCD Home Theater SpotlightEpson Home Cinema 4000 3LCD
Home Theater Spotlight with 4K Amplifier, HDR10, 100% Balanced color and white brightness and ultra-wide DCI-P3 Color Gamut (Updated) $1,099.80 @ Amazon.comProduct DescriptionEpson PRO-UHD with 4K Enhancement Technology (1) — accepts 4K UHD content and expands 4K content that isn't 4K to deliver amazing realistic
images with resolution, which exceeds Full HDAdvanced, 3-Chip, 3LCD Design — 3LCD technology guarantees no color wheel, no white segment and no arc effectHDR10 (2) High dynamic range and rich black contrast - full 10-bit color output and contrast ratio up to 140,000: 1 provide an exceptional range of colors and details in bright
and dark scenesL*a*b* Ultra wide color gamut – provides 100% of the 3-dimensional color gamut DCI-P3 (3) , the digital cinema standard with a 50% wider color gamut than Rec. 709100% Balanced color brightness — 2200 lumens of the same color and white brightness (4) for vibrant, rich color, even in rooms with ambient lightProduct
detailsUnderstood: EpsonWarty: 90 days limited warranty Dimensions: 20.5 X 17.7 X 7.6 inches (Length X Width X Height) Price: $1,099.80Epson Home Cinema 4000 3LCD Home Cinema Projector with 4K Enhancement, HDR10, 100% Balanced color and white brightness and ultra-wide DCI-P3 Color Gamut (Updated)Epson Pro
EX7260 WXGA 3600 Lumens Color Brightness (Color Light) 3600 Lumens White Brightness (White Output Light) Wireless HDMI MHL 3LCD Projector $638.11 @ Amazon.com (Save 9%)Description More accurate, bright colors, even in well-lit rooms — 3600 lumens of equal color and white brightness (1). Quality projection spotlight –
WXGA resolution (1280 x 800) offers 2x more resolution than SVGA for designing HD presentations and video; ideal for widescreen laptops. Wireless — projection from your laptop , tablet or smartphone (3) without plugging into the projector so that you can move freely in the room. Share HD videos directly from your smartphone, tablet,
or streaming device — supports MHL devices (2) for duplication and charging (6). Product InformationBrand: EpsonModel #: Pro EX7260 Warranty: Limited Warranty Color: Black Size: 9.9 X 11.9 X 3.6 inches (Length X Width X Height) Price: $638.11 (Save 9%) Epson Pro EX7260 WXGA 3600 lumen color brightness (color light) 3600
lumens white brightness (white light) wireless projector HDMI MHL 3LCD
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